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Arab Baath Socialist Party
Iraq Country
Tameem Branch Leadership

NO: S.Sh/19
Date: 28/8/1998

TO / Salah Al- Eden Tameem Suliamania
Arrangements Governorates

Subject / Dwelling Arabic Tribes

With Salutations…

Your Letter of 1/1778 in 29/7/1998.
We want to inform you the follows:
1. The Sheikh Hussein Khalaf Al- Azzawi /
 He participated with the citizen Hussain Hammad Hussain Al- Tikreeti, of the
agricultural season (97–98). He did not surpasses upon the State agricultural
lands instead he was satisfied of what distributed to him and his family. Tameem
Governorate/ Agricultural Committee was informed of his existence and he did
not live in. His marketing Sums were seized and freed after handwriting
confession to live and settle in the village and he implements this. There was no
proof of deferential responsibilities of Population Committees.
2. The Sheikh Fasil Muteb Lateef /
He contracted in agricultural season in 97-98 with the citizen Hussain Hammad
Hussain Al- Tikreti, he had no contract relations with Al- Harkia and he is one
of the responsibilities who implement this accurately with his group of
population Village.
3. Mahdi Al- Ubiadi /
He did not contract with Al- Herkia but with the citizen Belal Muhammad Ali
from Al- Musel in 97-98 agricultural season of the previous years. The contracts
of his friends were canceled for they are clerks of North Oil and they are:

a. Shehab Hammad Ebraheem
b. Abd Alla Saleh
While the elements who did not dwell :
a. Adnan Aziz Muhsin
c. Ehssan Fadel Umar
d. Shehaab Hammed Ebraheem

All were of Al- Said Saleh Ahmed Ebraheem Al- Neemi and were not of the
above mentioned group. There names were included in canceled Contracts Lists
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of Kirkuk agriculture and according to his claiming . For the repetition of
contracting with the citizen Hussein Hammed Hasan Al- Tikreeti of different
contracts and with different citizens , it was assured upon the Partner of Al-
Debis Section Security Leadership for particular pursuing the subject , because
of the actuality Considering, for the existence of Secret contracts among the
mentioned citizen , Al- Harakia Tribes and Al- Zebaria Tribes .
The Leadership Branch discussed the matter during its meeting in 25/8/1998 the
subject of releasing the connection of lands, and agricultural provinces that
specialized for dwelling Arabic Tribes in the mentioned of Kirkuk province and
connect it to Alton Kubri area City ,in order that the Party and Administrational
representations will be directly by the two side .For the city nearest to the area
from Kirkuk Center Province.
Tameem Governorate / Agricultural Committee was informed about the subject .

To see and inform us please ……
The Partner

Attia Shandakh Essa
Branch Leadership Security

28/8/1998
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